Enlightened Walks

There’s no better way to explore a city than through the perceptive and knowledgeable insights of one of its long-term residents. The knowledgeable filmmaker David Attali has lived in Hong Kong for 20 years, and will be delighted to tailor-make an experience to your specific interests. David can conduct the tours in either English or French.
Discover the Hidden Gems of Hong Kong

Whether you’re curious about traditional or pop culture, local cuisine or local medicine, the Cantonese language or Chinese characters, David will mix enlightening facts and figures, trivia and treats in a hugely entertaining hour or more, as he takes you on an insider tour of any destination of interest within Hong Kong. Hidden gems you would never find out about travelling solo provide fascinating observations into the lives of Hong Kong’s seven million inhabitants.

Our concierge team will be more than happy to assist with your booking. Please contact us at mohkg-cc@mohg.com.

Tours are priced at HKD850 per hour for a party of 1-4 people. Please book at least 4 hours in advance and a one week cancellation policy applies or the full amount will be due.